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ABSTRACT: OUR ROMANIAN VILLAGE HAS HOARDED A LOT OF SPIRITUAL, 

MORAL AND CULTURAL VALUES THAT MUST BE BROUGHT BACK TO THE PRESENT, 

WITHOUT FALLING INTO A NOSTALGIA FOR THE REPETITION OF THE PAST. 

NOWADAYS, THERE IS AN ACUTE CRISIS OF THE ROMANIAN VILLAGE BOTH FROM A 

PRACTICAL AND SPIRITUAL POINT OF VIEW. 

THE PLACE OF BIRTH IS NOT A WARM CRADLE AND EMBALMED ONLY BY 

FLOWERS AND HONEY - THE VILLAGE WHERE HE SAW THE LIGHT AND GREW UP 

BEARS ARCHETYPAL SIGNS, OF THE ORIGINS OF HIS PEOPLE, HISTORICAL AND 

MYTHOLOGICAL, A WORLD FIXED IN IMMUTABLE METAPHYSICAL STRAPS, RELIEF OF 

PERMANENCE CROSSED OF CONTRADICTIONS, LIKE THE GREAT COSMOS, IN WHOSE 

BOSOM IT PULSATES WITH THE AMBITION TO REMAIN AUTHENTIC AND UNALTERED. 
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Lucian Blaga was born on May 9, 1895, in Lancrăm in Alba County, a village called "the 

sound of tears". His childhood was, as he confesses, under the sign of a fabulous absence of the 

word, defining himself dumb as a swan, because the future poet did not speak until the age of four. 

He died on May 6, 1961 and is buried in his native village. 

In the work and biography of Lucian Blaga, the hearth and the road are two inner 

dimensions of a fundamental earthly temperament. The philosopher poet is connected to the hearth 

by those invisible threads that turn him back, from wherever, at the single point, the native village, 

the center of the world, would be. Blaga's village is a monad with entities and symbols, a myth of 

the village, in which the human presence is involved in things and deeds, it does not appear 
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directly, it is a ubiquity. The village of Blagian is a self in itself, along with the human self. It is 

not a community in the proper sense, it is a mythical presence. 

Lucian Blaga's entire work revolves around his poetic metaphor "eternity was born in the 

village" arguing that the Romanian village is "the only living presence still, though immortal, 

though so terrestrial is our unanimous forerunner without a name."2 The metaphor "eternity was 

born in the village" also means the perception of the relationship between "the time of action and 

the time of fruiting." "In the village, life is also understood as a blessed time to sanctify the place 

where we live."3 The inclination of the Romanians towards the eternal dimension of existence, 

springing as if from a hidden desire to stop time in place or at least to slow down its rapid passage 

are illustrated so beautifully in Blaga's poem entitled "The soul of the village": "I think eternity 

was born in the village / Here every thought is slower, / and your heart beats less often, / as if it 

were not beating in your chest / but deep in the ground somewhere ”. 

In “The Praise of the Romanian Village”, Lucian Blaga states that: “Living in the village 

means living in the cosmic horizon and in the consciousness of a destiny emanating from eternity 

(...). The pride of the village of being in the center of the world and of a destiny has sustained us 

and saved us as a people over the ages of misfortune. He has remained untouched as a virgin in 

the autonomy of his poverty and mythology for a time when he will be able to become the sure 

foundation of an authentic Romanian history”.4 

Our Romanian village has hoarded a lot of spiritual, moral and cultural values that must be 

brought back to the present, without falling into a nostalgia for the repetition of the past. 

Nowadays, there is an acute crisis of the Romanian village both from a practical and spiritual point 

of view. Today, the Romanian village is somewhat "crucified between nostalgic idealization and 

practical abandonment, between traditional identity and precarious survival."5 

Blaga deliberately ceases to reflect on the temporal aspect of these phenomena among those 

he is passionate about, which are defined by their historicity, such as cultural phenomena. The 

 
2 Lucian Blaga, Works, edited by Dorli Blaga, vol. I-XII, Bucharest, Minerva Publishing House 1974-1995, reception 

speech given at the Romanian Academy, from June 5, 1937, entitled Praise of the Romanian village, vol. IV, p. 297 . 
3 Daniel - Patriarch of the Romanian Orthodox Church, Romanian Village - a source of spirituality and popular culture, 

Basilica Publishing House, Bucharest, 2019, p. 28. 
4 Lucian Blaga, Op. cit, pp. 298. 
5 Ibidem, p.10 
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lyrical universe does not fully correspond to the human spirit, but to the universe of culture created 

entirely by it. For Blaga, the need to descend to the origins is imperative. 

In an attempt to return to the original soul, Lucian Blaga states that: “we are made of the 

substance of the myth. If our spirit were forbidden to use the mythical utterance - we would become 

without any exaggeration, dumb as graves”6. So for Blaga the village is a place that preserves 

tradition, and the city is a place of alienation from authentic values. 

The Blagian man will descend from the gate of the heights to the dust and valley - to the 

original zone of knowledge - as a questioning being of being, of God as its center and of himself 

as a mirror of the divine totality. The path, the meadow of existence, in which the Blagian man 

longs to strike the poles, is not one of ascent and descent, in a nervous and tense way, with sharp 

edges between finite and infinite, between the horizon of the concrete and the horizon of mystery. 

The Blagian man prefers an intermediate horizon: the plain, which he ascends and descends under 

the urge of the serene assumed fatality and of a calm confidence in the unconscious that works 

secretly in the being and does not betray. It is a high horizon, rhythmically sustained and indefinite, 

made up of the hill-valley succession. The man of the mioritic space constantly feels in an 

undulating infinity, living his destiny like an eternal, monotonous repeated, ascending and 

descending. The soul of the Blagian man lives in unison with the soul of the Mioritic man, 

ascending and descending an indefinite undulating plane, farther and farther, again and again, 

feeling in him a longing "which wants to cross the hill as an obstacle of fate, and which will always 

have passed another hill and another hill, a tenderness that has ups and downs and a repeated, 

monotonous and endless rhythm”7. 

Lucian Blaga himself was convinced that he was modeled on the soul by the mysterious 

powers of the landscape, that his native village, with its history and mythology, integrates perfectly 

with the universe, the so-called mioritic space. Lancrăm and its inhabitants are, according to this 

agreement, dominated by the unique destiny of the Romanian village, because the soul of the 

Romanian peasant “is left in the tutelary care of a destiny with indefinite hills and valleys, of a 

destiny that, symbolically speaking it culminates on the plains and ends on the plains”.8 

 
6 Ibidem, p.. 299. 
7  Lucian Blaga, The mioritic space in the magazine Gândirea, year XIV - no.5, May 1925, p. 225. 

 
8    Lucian Blaga, Trilogy of Culture. Horizon and style. Mioritic space. The genesis of metaphor and the meaning of 

culture, Publishing House for Universal Literature, Bucharest, 1969, p. 3. 
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The place of birth is not a warm cradle and embalmed only by flowers and honey - the 

village where he saw the light and grew up bears archetypal signs, of the origins of his people, 

historical and mythological, a world fixed in immutable metaphysical straps, relief of permanence 

crossed of contradictions, like the great cosmos, in whose bosom it pulsates with the ambition to 

remain authentic and unaltered. The poem is performed as a music of wide resonance, with tragic 

accents, in which the poet confesses his will, as a man of hearth and origins. 

The hearth, the monad village, radiates in the biography and Blagian thought innumerable 

meanders of the roads, as the center of a circle full of complicated rays. The hearth is the center 

and the roads are, therefore, dependent on this fixed, decisive point of human biography. The 

native village with the sound of tears and, implicitly, in a general sense, the monad village is, in 

the dominance of the unconscious horizon of the poet and the thinker, the magnetic circle in which 

the heavy valences of his life and work pulsate. 

The Mioritic space is an island in the middle of the world, a mythical island of monadic 

composition. And yet he is related to the Greek physis, to the withdrawal of the Vedic man from 

the horizon, to Zoroastrianism and Dionysianism, to Hölderlin's cosmogony, to Novalis' dream, 

and to the sunny, Iberian nothingness. It is a glimpse of the whole universe of man, confessing a 

metaphysics of the dust, of the hearth, anchored in the ground with deep roots of huge oak. The 

village, acquires mythical meanings, is a world in the world, with a well-defined mythology, in 

which, between real and fantastic, there are no precisely established borders, the realm being 

favorable to dreams and even miracles. 

The destiny of the Mioritic man begins in this space, is consumed and ends in him. The 

feeling of solidarity with the land belongs to the a priori domain, coming from the abysmal depths 

of the soul: it does not belong to the nominal revelation, to the sentimental effervescence or to a 

conscious fascination. 

The Mioritic village has emancipated itself from the primary wilderness of the totem, it is 

no longer a part of the forest, but is constituted, has its own laws, other than those of nature, even 

if they resemble them or often derive from them; he has a soul, he is a living being, a monad with 

a soul, and like any monad, the Blagian village is hermetically sealed, it is an emanator of energies, 

thus becoming a closed psychic reality, with its own laws, social, biological and physical, because 

the pulse is slowed down here. through pantheistic experience; the density of time decreases, 

reason acts slowly, the rhythm of biological processes is reduced, everything seems a realm 
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through which the essence of nature can be reached in the simplicity of the elements, which gives 

the impression of the source of eternity. 

The village and its surroundings are constituted, from the very beginning, in what Blaga 

defined, in his original theory of the Mioritic space, as a specific horizon. He notes that 

environmental theorists and morphologists of culture have studied exclusively the effects of the 

landscape on the human soul, without questioning what the landscape derives from the human 

soul. The lance must thus be called the center of space or matrix, of its unconscious horizon, 

because “the landscape is integrated in a gear of the soul, a sense of destiny is embodied in it like 

the wind in the sails of a ship. The landscape, in the latter sense, is the second cheek of man"9. 

The Blagian man is saved through and in the genius-astral light of the heavens, just as the 

shepherd of Mioriţa frees herself from the premonition of death through and in the watchful and 

complete light of the torch-stars, the sun and the moon. In fact, we will meet Lucian Blaga also, 

as a modern shepherd, holding back in archaic spirit, counting the white days and the black days, 

the steps of beauty, the stars in the hen's nest, the deceptions and the fumes, the wanderings and 

the roads, the stones on which it passes. the pride and sins for which hell will burn him. The 

Luciferic always provokes the mioritic, but without disturbing it, since the mioritic means, first of 

all, the balance of the being, always found after the states of crisis or even during them. 

Blaga emphasizes the Mioritic space as a fundamental fact for the Romanian soul and 

creation, but the spatial symbolism, with the figurative transcription of the form within the 

morphology of cultures, clearly represents a concession and almost a derogation from the 

speculative level of his admirable philosophical vision. while in the other philosophers of culture 

the spatial form represents a major idea of morphology, which it thus degrades. 

It is clear to everyone that the Romanian village is no longer everything Lucian Blaga 

considered today, but it cannot be said that nothing that was in the past can be recovered or 

cultivated today, as a result of deep ruptures between history. or the rich tradition of the Romanian 

village and its current situation. "The traditional village taxes in a very harsh way the deviations 

from the moral norms, phenomena such as: the birth of the child from flowers, theft, abortion, non-

fulfillment of public obligations, non-fulfillment of debts, non-attendance of the church, 

destruction of monuments and patrimony, adultery, cohabitation, murder and much more, all 

 
9 Ibidem, p. 119. 
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together being deeds that bring the blame of the community and that enter the collective mind, 

being kept at the level of several successive generations. (...) All these spring from a state of 

common sense that transcends individuals and the concrete relations between them, from a dowry 

of the rural community in which the profane intertwines with the sacred, from a goodness that is 

expressed in the fear of God, respect for wisdom and its promoters, for law and tradition, for 

temperance and good appropriate, for the hearth of the village that I understand to be borrowed by 

... each generation from the children of future generations”.10 

Nowadays, the Romanian village is going through an identity crisis and it must be helped 

according to the model of some European countries in order to preserve its specific identity. People 

should not be alienated from their own land and cultural and ethnic identity. 
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